Optical Induction of 2D and 3D Photonic Lattices in Photorefractive Materials based on Talbot effect
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Abstract—In this paper we report the technique of optical induction of 2 and 3-dimensional (2D and 3D) photonic lattices in photorefractive materials based on diffraction grating self replication - Talbot effect. 1D and 2D different rotational symmetry diffraction masks with the periods of few tens micrometers and 532 nm cw laser beam were used in the experiments to form an intensity modulated light beam profile. A few hundred micrometer scale replications of mask generated intensity structures along the beam propagation axis were observed. Up to 20 high contrast replications were detected for 1D annular mask with 30 μm radial period. The spatial modulated intensity pattern from this mask was imparted into the lithium niobate crystal via electro-optic effect, thus creating refractive index lattice. The recorded lattices were tested by phase microscope. The spatial frequency doubling of the recorded lattice due to fractional Talbot effect was observed in the depth scanned phase microscope images.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A RTIFICIAL micro- and nano-structured dielectric materials [1-4], such as photonic crystals, have a great potential for numerous applications in advanced photonics and nonlinear optics [5-11]. There are different methods for the fabrication of artificial periodic structures, including etching processes, electronic beam and deep ultraviolet lithography in high refractive index materials [2-4]. Holographic technique is one of the simple and promising methods for the fabrication of spatially periodic photonic lattices in photorefractive materials [12].

The computer generated hologram and mask techniques [13] open new possibilities for formation of two-dimensional (2D) modulated light intensity profiles and recording of these intensity distributions in photosensitive materials, thus creating 2D refractive lattices. 2D photonic lattices are promising as guiding and trapping systems and for different optical devices. However, the higher three-dimensional (3D) volume photonic lattices are of great interest for high capacity optical storage, optical computers, optical communication etc. From this point of view, in spite of many successes in this field, the elaboration and realization of new methods for optical formation of 3D photonic lattices is an actual problem. Recently Bessel standing wave technique [14] and combined interferometric−mask method [15] were suggested and realized for the creation of 2D and 3D photonic lattices in photorefractive materials.

The Talbot effect is a near field diffraction effect the essence of which is the self replication of the diffraction grating image away from the grating at regular distances (Talbot length), equalled to \( Z_T = d^2 / \lambda \), where \( d \) is the period of the grating and \( \lambda \) is wavelength of the light incident on the grating [16]. One of the interesting features of Talbot effect is the fractional revivals of the gratings, when at fractional Talbot distances sub-images can also be observed. The Talbot effect easily can be observed by one–dimensional (1D) rule diffraction gratings. In spite of the Talbot effect was discovered over than 150 years ago [17] and explained by Lord Rayleigh in 1881 [18], now it is finding the renewed interest for the formation of volume photonic lattices. The complete theory of Talbot effect is given in [19] and various applications of Talbot effect both for photonics and atom optics were discussed and realized in different works (see, for example [20- 26] and references therein).

Obviously, Talbot effect is very promising for the creation of 2D and 3D photonic lattices with the use of lower dimensional 1D and 2D transverse gratings, due to Talbot self-replication effect in the axial direction. Moreover, the exciting feature of Talbot effect to produce smaller fractional revivals of the gratings opens new possibilities for potential applications. Particularly, at half Talbot distance the replications of the grating image with half of spatial grating period take place. This opens a way for construction of nanoscale photonic lattices with the use of micrometric scale gratings.

In this paper we report the technique of optical induction of 2D and 3D periodic lattices in photorefractive materials based on rotational symmetry diffraction grating Talbot self replications. 1D and 2D different rotational symmetry diffraction masks with the periods of few tens micrometers were prepared and 532 nm cw laser beam was used in experiments to form an intensity modulated light beam profile. The interferometric testing of the prepared masks was performed. Talbot effect from 2D 6-fold symmetry and 1D annular masks were observed. The spatial modulated intensity pattern from 1D annular mask with 100 circles and 30 μm radial period was imparted into the lithium niobate crystal via...
electro-optic effect, thus creating refractive index lattice. The recorded lattice was tested by phase microscope. The spatial frequency doubling of the recorded lattice due to fractional Talbot effect was observed in the depth scanned phase microscope images.

II. OBSERVATION OF TALBOT EFFECT FROM ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY MASKS

A. Preparation of rotational symmetry masks and testing

From 1 to 10 - fold axial symmetry masks were generated by computer graphic technique. The masks consisted of transparent holes periodically disposed along the equidistantly positioned concentric circles, surrounding the central hole. The number of the holes on the i th circle was equalled \( M_i = j i \), where \( i = 1,2,3... \) is integer and \( j \) is the symmetry order of the mask. The masks of reduced size (0.6 cm in diameter) with \( i = 100 \) were printed by high resolution printer (3300 dpi) on the transparent film. Both the positive and negative masks were prepared.

The prepared negative masks had 10-60 \( \mu \)m distances between 10 \( \mu \)m transparent holes located on the opaque disk. The whole mask consisted of \(~35000\) holes disposed along the 100 hypothetical concentric circles. Fig.1 a-c shows the fragments of 2 and 6–fold and infinite symmetry negative masks used in the present experiment. Fig.1b shows nearly equidistant 25 \( \mu \)m disposition of holes in radial and azimuthal directions for 6-fold symmetry (6-fS) mask. The annular mask (Fig. 1c) is two dimensional as a pattern, but 1-dimensional as a grating with the period of 30 \( \mu \)m between circles.

The masks were tested by observing the diffraction patterns from the masks in the far field by 532 nm green laser beam. The obtained high contrast diffraction patterns (Fig.1, d-f) confirm the high quality of the prepared masks.

\[ i = j f \]

Fig. 1 (color online). (a-c) Fragments of enlarged patterns of negative 2- and 6- fold and infinite symmetry masks. The 2 and 6- fold symmetry masks had a diameter of 0.6 cm and a distance around 10- 40 \( \mu \)m between \(~10\) \( \mu \)m holes. The annular mask had a distance of 30 \( \mu \)m between circles. (d-f) Corresponding diffraction patterns obtained in the far field from the negative 2 and 6-fold and infinite symmetry masks (a-c) by green 532 nm laser beam

B. Experimental arrangement for observation of Talbot effect and results

Experimental arrangement for observation of Talbot replications of the rotational symmetry masks and measurement of Talbot distances is shown in Fig.2. The laser source was single-mode second harmonic of cw YAG:Nd laser at 532 nm wavelength with linear polarization, 100 mW power and 0.7 mm beam diameter. The profile of the green 532 nm Gaussian beam is shown in the inset of Fig. 2. The laser beam was expanded by confocal lenses and illuminated the mask. The mask plane was imaged on the CCD camera by microscope objective.

Fig. 2 (color online). Experimental set-up. 1 - laser operating at 532 nm wavelength with radiation power of 100 mW. 2, 3 - confocal lenses, 4 - mask, 5 - microscope, 6 - CCD camera

The mask was placed on the table with the possibility of micrometric scale moving along the Z axis. As the mask was moved out of the focal plane, the mask image reappeared at Talbot distances. The micrometric moving of the mask allowed the measuring of the Talbot distances with accuracy of 5 \( \mu \)m.

Fig.3 (color online). Self replication of circular mask at different Talbot distances: (a) \( Z_T = 0 \) and (b) \( 20Z_T = 31.40 \pm 0.01 \) mm.
Fig. 3a, b show the images of negative circular mask with the period of \( d = 30 \, \mu m \) at \( Z=0 \), as well as 20th self replications, respectively. The Talbot distance was measured \( Z_T = 1.57 \pm 0.01 \, mm \). The 20th self replication still shows high contrast of replicated mask image. Fig. 4 shows the spatial frequency \( 1/d \) doubling of the recorded lattice due to fractional Talbot effect recorded at the distance of \( Z_T /2 = 0.78 \pm 0.01 \, mm \).

Fig. 4 (color online). Self replication of circular mask at half Talbot distance: \( Z_T /2 = 0.78 \pm 0.01 \, mm \)

Fig. 5a, b shows the Talbot effect for 6-fS mask. The shown in Fig. 5a is the mask pattern at \( Z_T = 0 \). Fig. 5b shows the lattice spatial frequency doubling at \( Z_T = 175 \pm 5 \, \mu m \).

Since the 6-fS mask holes disposed nearly equidistantly in radial and azimuthal directions in the transverse plane, the frequency doubling takes place equally for radial and azimuthal directions.

III. RECORDING OF PHOTONIC LATTICE IN PHOTOREFRACTIVE LITHIUM NIOBATE CRYSTAL

A. Experimental arrangement

The recording of photonic lattice based on Talbot effect is performed in Fe doped lithium niobate (LN:Fe) crystals taking into account their large photorefractive properties and possibility of creating the long-live photonic lattices for applications. The experimental arrangement for recording of photonic lattice is shown in Fig. 6. The single-mode laser beam at 532 nm wavelength with linear polarization, 100 mW power and 0.7 mm beam diameter was expanded by confocal lenses and after passing through the mask illuminated the crystal. The mask was in touch with the crystal. The optical C-axis of the crystal was oriented along the crystal surface and the polarization of laser beam was directed along the C-axis of the crystal. LN crystal doped with 0.05 wt% Fe had the dimensions 15mm \( \times \) 10mm \( \times \) 1.5 mm. The annular mask was used for recording of photonic lattices in LN:Fe crystal and demonstration of the Talbot replication and frequency doubling of the recorded lattice. The duration of recording was 60 minutes.

Fig. 6 (color online) Experimental setup for photonic lattices recording in LN:Fe crystal.

B. Testing of recorded photonic lattices by phase microscope

The photonic lattices recorded in LN:Fe crystal were tested by phase microscope.

Fig. 7 (Color online) Phase microscope image of photonic lattices recorded inside the LN:Fe crystal by annular mask: (a) replicated image at the exit surface of the crystal. (b) Enlarged image of the region marked by white rectangle in (a)
Fig. 7, 8 show the phase microscope depth scan images of recorded photonic lattice. The replicated image of the circular lattice near the exit surface of the 2 mm thick crystal is shown in Fig. 7. The spatial frequency doubling of the recorded lattice due to fractional Talbot effect was detected by scanning the observation plane to \( Z_T / 2 = d^2 / 2 (\lambda / n_e) \) (where \( n_e = 2.21 \) is the extraordinary refractive index for LN) toward the input face of the crystal (Fig. 8).

The used microscope (Union Versamet-2) did not allow the high accuracy measurements of crystal displacement during depth scan. However, such measurements will allow the measuring of refractive index of the medium by comparison of high accuracy measurements of Talbot distance of mask replication in air space and in the medium.

C. Physical mechanism of recording of photonic lattice in LN:Fe crystal

The physical mechanism of the formation of photonic lattices in photorefractive LN: Fe crystal is based on the electro-optic effect [27–29]. Fe ions occur in LN crystal in different valence states: Fe\(^{2+}\) and Fe\(^{3+}\). The green light excites the electrons from Fe\(^{3+}\) to conduction band. Electrons migrate in the conduction band and finally are trapped by Fe\(^{2+}\).

The redistribution of the charges builds up an internal electric field \( E \) and so changes the refractive index \( \Delta n = r_{ij} E_j \), where \( r_{ij} \) is the electro-optic coefficient. Thus, the inhomogeneous illumination of photorefractive materials leads to the modulation of refractive index. Two main mechanisms – photovoltaic effect and diffusion of photo-induced carriers are responsible for the formation of refractive lattices in photorefractive crystal [27–29]. The diffusion effect can be neglected for lattice spatial frequencies less than \( 10^5 \) lines/cm [28] which is in case of the present experiment. The electric field induced by photovoltaic effect is due to the charge separation taking place along the C-axis of the crystal [28]. Induced electric field is determined by \( E_{PV} = \alpha k I / \sigma \) where \( \alpha \) is the absorption coefficient, \( k \) is the Glass constant depending on the nature of absorbing centers and light wavelength, \( I \) is the light intensity, \( \sigma \) is conductivity of the illuminated part of the crystal [28]. In Fe doped LN crystal the change of extraordinary refractive index is larger than the change of ordinary index by a factor of four [29] and the induced refractive index change \( \Delta n \) is mainly due to the distortion of the extraordinary index of refraction \( n_e \).

IV. Conclusion

The technique of optical induction of 2D and 3D periodic lattices in photorefractive materials based on rotational symmetry diffraction masks Talbot self replications was studied experimentally. 1D and 2D different rotational symmetry diffraction masks with the periods of few tens micrometers were prepared and 532 nm cw laser beam was used in the experiments to form an intensity modulated light beam profile. The interferometric testing of prepared masks was performed and showed their high quality. Talbot effect from 2D 6-fold symmetry masks and 1D annular mask were observed. The spatial modulated intensity pattern from 1D annular mask with 100 circles and 30 µm radial period was imparted into the lithium niobate crystal via electro-optic effect, thus creating refractive index lattice. The recorded lattice was tested by phase microscope. The spatial frequency doubling of the recorded lattice due to fractional Talbot effect was observed in the depth scanned phase microscope images. The physical mechanism of recording of photonic lattices in photorefractive LN:Fe crystal is discussed.

The observations of Talbot self-replications from 2-fold rotational symmetry mask shown in Fig. 1a seem more interesting. Since the period of this mask is different along the X and Y- directions one can expect the different fractional replications for different parts of the mask at the same Talbot distance. These experiments are in progress and will be reported elsewhere.
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